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PREFACE 

Preface 

TheMaster thesis project described in this document was conducted at the Human 

Technology Interaction group ofthe Eindhoven University ofTechnology. 

This report contains the results of an empirica! study into the usefulness of 

persuasive technology, specifically, its link with the concept ofpsychological reactance. I 

have tried to create an easy to read report in which I covertherelevant theory, the set up 

of the experiment and its results. Furthermore, I have tried to venture over the borders of 

psychology into the world of philosophy and ethics. I strongly believe that a study on such 

intrusive technology cannot fare well without an analysis of ethical concerns. 

I wish to take this opportunity to thank my supervisors prof. dr. C.J.H. Midden and 

dr. J.R.C. Hamfortheir support. Furthermore, I would like to thank ing. M. Boschman 

and dr. J. R. de Pijperfortheir technica! support, without which the experiment would 

have been impossible for me to conduct. 

Sander van Oort 



SUMMARY 

Summary 

A relatively new means to change human behavior is persuasive technology, which De Kort, 

IJsselsteijn, Midden, Eggen, and Van den Hoven (2006) defined as: the general class of 

technology that has the explicit purpose of changing human attitudes and behaviors. Due to 

developments in technology the potential for implementation of persuasive technologies 

grows (Fogg, 2003). However, with bistorical failures of attempts to change human behavior 

in mind, we should be careful to assume that these technologies will be effective. A specific 

threat to the effectiveness might come from psychological reactance. 

The main premise of reaetanee theory is that when a person's behavioral freedom is 

reduced or threatened with reduction, (s)he will become motivated to re-establish the freedom 

that has been threatened (Brehm, 1966). Persuasion attempts have been identified to be able to 

induce reaetanee which links reaetanee theory to persuasive technology. The question is, 

however, ifthe different means ofmediation will notmake a difference. For how can a 

technology be perceived as a threat as it lacks the means of enforcement? It might be that 

reaetanee is not motivated to restore a threatened freedom but rather a state of autonomy. 

Autonomy has been identified to be an innate need (Ryan & Deci, 2000), and obeying to 

anything might logically forma threat to ones autonomy. I therefore expect that every 

persuasion attempt, soalso coming from a persuasive technology, can potentially evoke 

reaetanee effects. The question then arises where the line is drawn between acting obedient or 

acting reactant. An explanation might be found in SelfRegulation Theory (Baumeister, 2008) 

which poses that humans have a limited capacity to restrain their urges in order to reap the 

benefits of sociallife. lf too many urges have to be repressed, though, this capacity can 

deplete whereby the capacity for humans to restrain their urges is greatly reduced. 

In the interaction with persuasive technology it was expected that multiple successive 

persuasion attempts would drain the eg os' resources eventually teading to a state of depletion. 

People would, then, start out in obedience since this is the socially desirabie response, but 

would in time lose their capacity to restrain behaviors motivated by their need for autonomy. 

This should result in behavior that does satisfy this need, thereby replenishing the ego. This 

processis known as 'restoration' as described in reaetanee theory (Brehm, 1966; Wicklund, 

1974). Restoration was expected to manifest itselfin the attitude towards the persuasive 
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technology (indirect restoration) as well as in overt behavior (direct restoration) leading to 

disobedience to the persuasion attempts. 

Experimental results largely support the expectations. A significant more negative 

attitude towards the persuasive agent was found among the participants who interacted with 

the highly coercive persuasive technology than among those who interacted with a low 

coercive one. Although no difference was found in the mean ofthe 'refusal quotient' (which 

was the variabie used to measure behavioral disobedience ), there was a significant larger 

spread in scores on this variabie between the two groups. In essence, two groups seemed to 

develop within the high coercive condition; a group of 'sheep' and a group of 'rebels'. These 

results indicate that people used a third form of restoration to re store their depleted egos, 

which I dubbed 'blind obedience'. Acting in either direction was highly correlated with scores 

on the BAS scale which indicates that individual dispositions play a role. 

The multiple persuasion attempts furthermore had a cumulative effect leading to an 

increase in disobedient behavior but only up to a maximum after which it declined again. This 

was illustrated by a significant quadratic trend in the data, which suggests that restorative 

behavior is actually successful allowing participants to be obedient again. 

As these results indicate that a persuasive technology is able to induce reactance, we 

can wonder, from a practical as well as an ethical perspective, how desirabie it is to use 

persuasive techno logies. If we are to use them, great care should be taken in designing these 

technologies, to make them as 'low coercive' as possible. This is likely to improve practical 

effectiveness and acceptation. Furthermore, as multiple persuasion attempts seemed to have a 

cumulative effect, it is not unlikely that multiple persuasion attempts coming from multiple 

persuasive technologies will have a similar effect. This might hamper practical effectiveness 

of the concept of persuasive techno logies, and indicates that persuasive techno logies, even if 

they are carefully designed, should be used with restraint. 
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" So kräftig, sich gegen ihre Dienste wehren zu können, war er noch nicht, er merkte, daj3 er 

dadurch in eine gewisse Abhängigkeit van ihnen gerief, die schlechte Fotgen haben konnte, 

aber er muj3te es geschehen lassen" 

Franz Katka, Das SchloB.(p.68) 



INTRODUCTION 

1. Introduetion 

1. 1 General introduetion 

Today's society is facing numerous threats. Overpopulation, depletion of resources, and 

the greenhouse effect are just a few that endanger our current way of live. A lot of those 

threats are directly or indirectly caused by human behavior and the consumption driven 

society in particular. It is an indication that our way oflive is eventually untenable in its 

current paradigm, and that human behavior needs some changes. 

Persuasive technology 

A new weapon in the arsenal of influencing human behavior is persuasive technology. 

Fogg (2003), defines persuasive technology as 'any interactive computing system 

designed to change peoples' attitudes or behaviors'. The key aspect of this definition is 

the term 'interactive', which separates 'true' persuasive technologies from technologies, 

like billboards or megaphones, which are essentially inactive in the actual persuasion 

attempts. The term 'computing' might somewhat delimit the applicability ofthis 

definition, as it might appear that only advanced technologies are able to perform the role 

ofpersuasive technology. A much broader definition can be found in De Kort, IJsselsteijn, 

Midden, Eggen, and Van den Hoven (2006), 'Persuasive Technology is the general class 

of technology that has the explicit purpose of changing human attitudes and behaviors'. 

To illustrate; an example of a persuasive technology is the seatbelt reminder that is present 

in most modem cars. This specific technology gives visual and auditory wamings when 

one starts a car while not wearing a seatbelt1
• This technology has a purpose and one 

purpose only; persuading you into fastening your seatbelt. 

The earliest signs of persuasive technology appeared in the 1970s and 1980s, but it 

was not until the late 1990s that more than a handful of people began creating Persuasive 

Technologies (Fogg, 2003). With the emergence ofembedded computing, theforms of 

persuasive technology willlikely become more diverse and better integrated into everyday 

life and the uses for persuasive technology willexpand in the coming decade (Fogg, 2003). 

1 specifics in the technology's functioning, however, can differ among manufacturers 
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As a result, people will increasingly he exposed to persuasion attempts coming from 

persuasive technologies. This might include talking, beeping, flashing or whining 

technologies, all interacting with us throughout our daily lives. One might wonder what 

this will do to us. 

Using persuasive technology is, in essence, a means of persuasion. Persuasion has 

been defined as a change in a private attitude or belief resulting from the receipt of a 

message (Kendrick et al., 2008). It is important to understand that using persuasion; one 

does notforce another into a position. The one who is to he persuacled remains free to 

choose his/her own position (this will proveto he fairly important later on in this report). 

Persuasion attempts of all sorts often fail to produce the desired effects In fact, in some 

cases they produce results directly at odds with their intent (Dillard & Shen, 2005). The 

theory of psychological reaetanee provides a perspective in which failure of persuasion 

attempts might he understood. Reaetanee theory promises that when people perceive a 

threat totheir behavioral freedom (for example in the form of a persuasion attempt) they 

might react in opposition of the threat in order to proteet their freedom (Brehm, 1966). 

With these failures of persuasion in mind, we should he careful to assume effectiveness 

and usability of persuasive techno logies. 

A difference with classic forms of persuasion (for example using written messages 

or inspired speeches) is that the persuasion attempts of a persuasive technology might he 

harder to trace back to their human origins. These technologies are actively interacting 

with you, so it might appear that they actually have intentions themselves, separating their 

persuasion attempts from human origins. Inter-human interactions are expected to he the 

most potent souree of reaetanee (Wicklund, 1974), so we might infer, then, that persuasive 

technologies will not induce reaetanee since they are so not human. On the other hand, 

however, it might he that it is not about being human, but about possessing certain 

qualities that make inter-human interaction such a potent souree of reactance. If that is the 

case, we might expect human-persuasive technology interaction to he a potent souree of 

reaetanee to the extent that persuasive technology is able to mimic these specific freedom 

threatening qualities that humans seem to posses. To come to conclusions, the first step to 

take is to establish whether persuasive technology is able to induce reactance. If it is, this 

might seriously endanger practical effectiveness of such technology. Furthermore, if one 

technology is able to induce reactance, what will exposure to multiple persuasive 

14 
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technologies throughout our daily lives then do to us? Next to these issues of practical 

effectiveness, ethical concerns are at hand; for should we use technologies that humans 

perceive to be threatening their freedom? A further exploration ofthe different 

psychological theories that might be involved in explaining human behavior towards 

persuasive technologies, should be a useful first step to come to the right conclusions. 

1.2 Reaetanee 

When a person 's behaviaral freedom is reduced or threatened with reduction, (s)he 

wil/ become motivationally aroused This arousal would presumably be directed 

toward re-establishment of whatever freedom had a/ready been lost or threatened 

(Brehm, 1966). 

In 1966 the concept of 'psychological reactance' was introduced by Jack W. Brehm. It 

offered a first glance at the psychological and behavioral effects that are evoked when an 

individual perceives a threat to his or her personal freedom. The main premise of this 

early theory was that when a person's behavioral freedom is reduced or threatened with 

reduction, (s)he will become motivationally aroused. This arousal would be directed 

toward re-establishment of whatever freedom that has been threatened (Brehm, 1966). A 

threat to on es freedom may take the shape of a persuasion attempt as was shown by 

Brehm (1966). In his studies on persuasion, he found that high coercive persuasive 

messages lead to more disagreement than low coercive messages. He concluded that if 

humans perceive a threat totheir freedom to holdan opinion, they will experience 

reaetanee moving them to a position away from the position communicated, regardless of 

initial attitudes. It should be stressed then that reaetanee is not funded on rational grounds, 

rather it appears to defend an innate need to be free. 

Brehm's studies on persuasion readily link reaetanee theory to persuasive 

technology which might be respected to be just another means of conveying a persuasive 

message. It might, however, be that the means used in the persuasion process has 

influence on the appearance of reaetanee effects. For, how can a persuasive technology be 
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perceived as a threat to ones freedom? It inherently lacks punishing qualities2 so obeying 

or disobeying the technology will not have any immediate effects on the individual. This 

contrasts the interaction with a human agent in which social relations are directly at stake. 

lf persuasive technologies would prove to be able to in duce reactance, reaetanee might be 

motivated by something else than a threatened freedom. Existing literature on reactance, 

however, offers no conclusions on the potential of technology to induce reactance. 

Thus, research would be useful to asses whether persuasive technology is able to 

induce reactance. Ifit is able to, it might seriously hamper the technology's effectiveness 

and, furthermore, it would shed a new light on our understanding of the concept of 

reactance. F or now, a further exploration of the concept of reaetanee is necessary to 

explore the aspects that might play an important role in the current study. 

1.2.1 The specifics of reaetanee 

Although Brehm conceptualized reaetanee as a state phenomenon, several studies indicate 

that the appearance of reaetanee effects is linked to personality variables. Johnson and 

Buboltz (2000) found that reaetanee could be predicted using measures of 

intergenerational individuation, peer intimacy, and peer individuation. Dowd, Wallbrown, 

Sanders and Y esenosky ( 1994) found that reactant individuals have a personality style 

characterized by, amongst others, having a lack of interest in makinga good impression 

on others, being somewhat careless about meeting obligations, and being less tolerant of 

other's beliefs. Dillard and Shen (2005) found that state reaetanee is best operationalized 

as a latent construct comprised of state anger and negative cognitions. In addition, several 

attempts were taken to create self report tools to measure reaetanee as a disposition. The 

most well-known of these are the Therapeutic Reaetanee Scale (Buboltz et al., 2002) and 

Hong's Psychological Reaetanee scale (Hong, 1992; Hong & Faedda, 1996). This HPRS 

scale shows the best conceptual correspondence with the reaetanee construct and the most 

favorable psychometrie properties (Miller et al., 2007). The construct validity of this tooi 

has not been without debate though (Silvia, 2006). As these studies indicate that 

dispositional differences seem to moderate in the emergence of reaetanee effects, they 

2 If we reeall from the introduction; if it would incorporate punishing qualities, we could conceptually not speak 
of persuasion anymore. 
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might have an effect in the interaction with persuasive technologies as well. A self report 

tooi that might furthermore be of interest is the BIS/BAS scale, which is one of the most 

popular scales used for measuring 'Reinforcement Sensitivity' in adults (Cooper et al., 

2007). Reinforcement Sensitivity Theory (Gray, 1990) is one ofthe most influential 

biologically based modelsof personality. Two ofthe central constructsin RST are the 

behaviaral Approach System (BAS) and the Behaviaral Inhibition System (BIS). The 

BAS is theorized to mediate sensitivity to conditioned signals of reward or non

punishment. In contrast, the BIS is theorized to mediate sensitivity to conditioned signals 

of punishment or frustrative non-reward (Cooper et al., 2007). Relations have been found 

between ones activation of BIS and BAS and ones emotional responses to emotionally 

evocative messages (Shen & Dillard, 2007). Persuasion attempts might fit within the 

realm of 'emotionally evocative meassages' and, therefore, reaetanee effects could 

possibly be correlated with BIS/BAS scores. 

Another important aspect of reaetanee is that, according to Wicklund (1974), even 

self determined behavior can evoke feelings of reactance. For example, when one stops 

smoking the idea of smoking a cigarette will become more tempting even if physiological 

addiction effects have long disappeared (Wicklund, 1974). In this situation one limits ones 

own behaviaral freedom which induces reactance. This indicates the presence of at least a 

dichotomy within the acting self, which will proveto be important in the current study. 

The re-establishment of freedom, which supposedly motivates reactance, might be 

accomplished in several ways. One can choose to engage in the behavior that is threatened 

with reduction, which is coined direct restoration, or one can proceed in some form of 

indirect restoration (Brehm, 1966; Wicklund, 1974) Indirect restoration can, for example, 

take place through souree derogation (Worchel, 1974), or by exercising a different 

freedom to gain feelings of control and choice (Wicklund, 1974). Direct restoration in the 

interaction with a persuasive technology would be to behave in a different way than the 

persuasive technology tries to persuade you to. From an efficiency perspective this would 

make the persuasive technology useless ( or even harmful if one acts in a way that is 

socially undesirable). For example, one might chose not to wear a seatbelt when the 

seatbelt reminder tells you to. Indirect restoration would be to, for example, question the 

technologies reliability, usefulness etc. 
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Important to notice is that indirect restoration does not restore the specific freedom 

under threat. It is, therefore, not likely to be motivated to defend this specific freedom. 

Furthermore, even an impersonal event, such as the weather can be viewed as a threat, if it 

renders more difficult the exercise of a freedom (Dillard & Shen, 2005). The weather, 

however, cannot be controlled and so the following reaetanee should, again, not be 

motivated to proteet a threatened freedom, for there was no freedom in the first place. 

Rather, the motivation bebind such reactions might lie within the individuals' innate need 

to be autonomous, which bas been identified as a major innate psychological motivational 

need (Ryan & Deci, 2000). 

The word 'autonomy' comes from the Greek word 'Auto-Nomos'. As 'Auto' 

means 'self and 'nomos' means 'law', the word autonomy refers to the concept of 'self 

government' which is of course the opposite ofbeing govemed by others. Logically, the 

word autonomy is only relevant then fora 'self that operates within a structure of entities 

that might challenge selfgovernment. Such a structure bas hierarchical characteristics. 

Absolute autonomy is the final position within such a structure, because it holds that 

nothing is able to interfere with the self gavernanee of an individual, automatically putting 

this absolute autonomous being on top ofthe hierarchy. So when one bas an innate need 

for autonomy, this is likely to motivate behaviors aimed to diminish dependenee upon 

other entities.3 

In life, both the weather as persuasive technologies might frustrate an individual's 

need for autonomy, as they both reside within that same hierare bi cal structure of life, and 

they can both challenge autonomous acting of the individual. To illustrate; if I obey to the 

guiding of a persuasive technology, I am not acting autonomously and so the persuasive 

technology frustrates my need for autonomy. In this line of reasoning it is not a threat to 

ones freedom that motivates reaetanee (for in essence I am still free to do what I want), 

but rather the demanded act of obedience. A threat toone's autonomy therefore bas two 

aspects: achallenge toone's hierarchical position by an entity within the same 

hierarchical structure one is in. Brehm (1966) wrote "it may be noted that reaetanee can be 

an uncivilized motivational state since it frequently is directed against the social acts of 

others". Although he probably respected this 'uncivilized' behavior to be aresult of 

reaetanee it might actually be the essence of reactance; a means to proteet on es 

3 With others being every entity in the extemal world 
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hierarchical status, rather than toproteet a specific freedom4
• In this sense, reaetanee 

would always be directed against the social acts of others, with 'others' being potentially 

everything that is in ones environment (including persuasive technologies) and social acts 

referring to every interaction within that environment. 

We might infer that something that is close to an individual in terms of hierarchy 

has, the biggest potential to threaten one's hierarchical position. To illustrate, the weather 

cannot be controlled and therefore, even though it might be able to induce reactance, is 

not likely to be the most potent souree ofreactance. We might say that the weather is 

hierarchically way above any human being, which makes reaetanee towards the weather 

essentially futile. It is this same line of thought, in which we do not expect a mouse to 

challenge a cat. Some hierarchical relations should be respected, even though we would 

rather not. But what exactly will then he the most potent souree of reactance? 

Humans are by nature much more similar to each other then they are to, for 

example, the weather or bathroom tiles. Therefore, humans are likely to he ciosest to other 

humans in the hierarchy of life. This makes other humans the most potent souree of 

reactance, more potent than for example the weather, bathroom tiles or technology, since 

they are most capable to threaten an individual's current position within the hierarchy of 

life. It logically follows, then, that the more non-humans share characteristics with 

humans, the more potential to induce reaetanee these non-humans willlogically have. We 

might therefore infer that the more human like a persuasive technology becomes, the more 

potent it might be to induce reactance. 

When people experience an autonomy threat, they will be left with two main 

strategies to fight that threat. When an individual feels threatened by for example a 

persuasive technology, (s)he can try to establish hislher hierarchical position by choosing 

a behavior different than the behavior proposed by the persuasive technology. This 

disobedient behavior establishes ones independenee towards the persuading agent; "See, I 

don't need to obey him". This is similar to the processof direct restoration as described in 

reaetanee theory. A second strategy might be tochallenge the position ofthe souree ofthe 

threat, which is indirect restoration. So instead of strengtherring ones own position, one 

then weakens the positions ofthe other, thereby diminishing the threat. 

4 One should note however, that freedom is closely linked to ones hierarchical status as the more free one gets, 
the higher ones hierarchical status will be. 
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The relevanee of the distinction between freedom and autonomy is that by using 

autonomy as a final end, more behaviors can be explained in terms ofreactance. For 

example, behaviors in situations in which there are no real threats to ones freedom might 

then be respected to be motivated by reaetanee when there is a challenge to ones 

autonomous acting. This might, for example, include the wheelchair user who reacts 

somewhat angry when you try to help him, or hehavior in response to the interaction with 

a persuasive technology. 

Furthermore, using autonomy as the final end offers a context in which indirect 

restorative behaviors can he explained which is strictly not possible within the context of 

freedom5.To further putthingsin perspective it might he useful to have a look at the 

behaviaral opposite of reactance; ohedience. 

1.3 Obedience 

The person who, with inner conviction, laathes stealing killing, and assault may .find 

himself performing these acts with relative ease when commanded by authority ... The 

essence of obedience consists in the fact that a person comes to view himself as the 

instrument for carrying out another pers on 's wishes (Mi/gram, 197 4). 

Obedience is ubiquitous and probably understood hy most if not everyone. Therefore this 

exploration of obedience will be somewhat shorter than that of reaetanee as it can do 

without an elahorate explanation ofwhat obedience is. We can, however, explore the 

extreme manifestations of ohedience that might shed a different light on the humbie 

concept it ordinarily appears to be. In box 5.1 the famous Milgram shock experiment is 

descri bed. 

5 Remember that derogating the souree of a threat can logically not restore a freedom. 
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Box 1.1 :Milgram's shock exper.iments. 

In 1961, Stanley Milgram went on to perform an experiment that would shock 
the world. Milgram used two people in a teacher/leamer context. The 'teacher' 
was the actual participant while the 'leamer' was an experimental confederate. 
The 'teacher' watched while the 'leamer' was strapped into a chair, and got an 
electrode attached to his body. The teacher wasthen led toanother room where 
he was sat in front of a shock generator with thirty switches, ranging from 15 to 
450 volts. The switches were labeled with verbal designations ranging from 
'slight shock' to 'danger -severe shock'. The teacher was subsequently told to 
administer shocks of increasing voltage as 'his student' gave wrong answers; a 
rather barbaric example of operant conditioning. Although the leamer did not 
actually receive shocks, he acted like he did, making his discomfort audible as 
the shocks increase. At 75 volts he started to grunt leading to an agonized 
scream at 285 and dead silence afterwards. The question was how far 
participants would go in administering these shocks while being pushed to do so 
by the research er. As it tumed out a substantial proportion of participants went 
on to the very last shock under influence of the research er; a very discomforting 
revelation of obedience indeed. 

Milgram (1974) argued that if a person acts obedient, an agentic shift has taken place. 

That is: the one who acts, no longer regards himself as responsible for his actions since he 

is just following orders. This is supposedly the reason why civilized people are able to act 

astonishingly immoral, able to administer life threatening shocks to innocent people. 

While Milgram uses strong hierarchical stereotypes to induce obedience, there are 

in our normallives situations in which we are obedient to people or even objects that 

rationally have no hierarchical advantage over us, for example, when one follows the 

guidance of a traffic sign. Therefore, people might be obedient to a persuasive technology 

as well. We might wonder, then, what motivates obedience as it seems to be the direct 

opposite of acting reactant. Is the need for autonomy, which is expected to motivate 

reactance, notimportant anymore? To answer this question, we should notice that by 

obeying to the guidance of a traffic sign, we are doing what is socially desirable. In fact, 

being obedient might always serve social relations as one does what one is expected to do 

by at least one social actor. 

Although a persuasive technology might not be respected to be an important part 

of ones social relations, the traffic sign is probably not either. Therefore, being obedient 
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might not always he motivated to proteet relations between the persuading agent and the 

persuacled individual, but rather to proteet social relations in generaL F or instance, one 

might obey toa persuasive technology, like a seatbelt reminder, probably not toproteet 

relations with this technology, but just to act socially desirable. It is important to notice 

then that the pay off for the individual for acting pro-social, might not reside within social 

praise as it will often go unnoticed. Rather, the pay off may reside within intemal reward 

administered by the self in the form of positive feelings, for adhering to personal norms 

(Biel & Thogersen, 2007). 

Relatedness, which is served by being obedient, has been identified to he an innate 

needas well, just like autonomy (Ryan & Deci, 2000). Furthermore, obedience might he 

respected to he 'default' behavior for an individualtiving in a social context as long as 

this persuasion attempt is not too threatening. This is because we are inherently linked to a 

social context and we should proteet our relations and the advantages these relations have 

to offer as long as our striving for autonomy is not frustrated too much. 

The reasoning of obedience being motivated by a general need for relatedness 

instead of the specific relationship with the persuader is somewhat similar to what I 

concluded for reactance, which does not seem to he motivated to proteet a specific 

freedom but rather the more basic need for autonomy. Support forthese assumptions may 

he found in SelfDetermination Theory. 

1.4 Self Determination 

Yet, despite the fact that humans are liberally endowed with intrinsic motivational 

tendencies, the evidence is now clear that the maintenance and enhancement of this 

inherent propensity requires supportive conditions as it can be fairly readily disrupted 

by various non supportive conditions. (Ryan & Deci, 2000) 

Ryan and Deci (2000) identified, from existing research, three innate psychological 

human needs; the need for competence, the need for relatedness and the need for 

autonomy. These needs appear to he essential for facilitating optima! functioning ofthe 

natura! propensities for growth and integration, as well as for constructive social 
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development and personal well-being (Ryan & Deci, 2000). To put it somewhat bluntly; if 

one cannot fulfill these needs one does not do well. 

One might wonder how these basic needs can be distinguished and, whether there 

might be a hierarchical relationship between them. To illustrate; does increased 

competence not lead to a higher state of autonomy? Being more competent logically holds 

that one is less dependent on others which entails being more autonomous. Competence 

might therefore be respected to be a means to the hierarchical 'end'; autonomy. In this 

respect, competence and autonomy should not be considered to be separate needs. This 

would leave us with two basic needs; autonomy and relatedness. 

Reaetanee is supposedly motivated by a need to be free (Brehm, 1966). This need 

may be replaced by the need for autonomy as was discussed in paragraph 1.2. But what 

does this entail for the third need; relatedness? To answer this question it might help to 

envision what humans actually seek in relationships. 

According to the reinforcement-affect model people are motivated to affiliate by 

one simple goal; the desire to feel good. We affiliate with, and come to like, people we 

associate with positive feelings. Conversely, we come to dislike and avoid, people we 

associate with negative feelings (Kendrick, 1999, pg 219). Social exchange theory 

presumes that affiliation and friendship are motivated by a simple and general goal, to 

maximize the ratio ofbenefits to costs. (Kendrick et al., 1999, pg 219) Both models then 

assume that affiliation is motivated to get something out of this affiliation. In other words; 

relatedness is not an end goal, it is a 'means' to another 'end'. But what is this end?6 

6 One might be tempted to think that this question is a rather strange one as both theories assume a motivational 
end. These assumptions are not without their problems though as can be read in Box 5.1 
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Box 1.2 What's wrong with the proposed ends? 

Maxiruizing the ratio of benefits as was done in social exchange theory can 
conceptually not in itselfbe an end, as benefits inherently need to be 
related to an end. Sernething needs to be benefited, and if one tries to 
benefit this 'something', it becomes the goal or the end. This end remains 
unaddressed though. 

Although positive feelings might be accepted to be an 'end', as 
assumed in reinforcement affect model, they can only be considered to be 
perceptual ends for the acting individual. However, feelings are induced by 
satisfying or dissatisfying certain needs. These needs are then the true ends 
for the organism. 

Wh en we are bom, we are cast into the coherent structure of life with its inherent 

hierarchical qualities. Our position in this hierarchy at the moment ofbirth is, from a 

competence perspective, pretty miserabie as we are fully dependent on the care of others 

to survive. Our competences, apart from e.g. crying and wetting ourselves, primarily 

reside within being related which gives us access to the cernpetences of our parents. In 

other words, we only have indirect cernpetences through relatedness. 

From the moment ofbirth a processstarts ofbecoming ever more autonomous. 

Our cernpetences increase, thereby diminishing our dependenee on others. However, 

although our dependenee on others decreases it never seems to fully disappear. We always 

need others to acquire gains that we cannot acquire ourselves. In terms of needs: we need 

relatedness to compensate what we lack in competence. This would mean that in 

hierarchical terms, the need for relatedness is subordinate to the need for competence ( or 

autonomy) since we would not need relatedness ifwe were just competent enough7
• 

Obedience is doing what an actor (maybe a persuasive technology) in your social 

environment asks you to do and might therefore serve the relationship with this actor, or 

perhaps other actors, by doing what is socially desirable. Although obedience might 

proteet our relations and thereby indirectly serve our need for relatedness, obedience is not 

likely to be intemally motivated ifit does not satisfy ones need for autonoml. 

Furthermore, research has revealed that threats diminish instrinsic motivation and are 

7 See box 1.3 for more on this matter 
8 Notice that being obedient to somebody who stands way above you in hierarchica1 terms, may actually serve a 
person in his/her hierarchical struggle for autonomy, for example by 'basking in reflected glory' (Kendrick, 1999, 
pg 127-128). 
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thereby less able to fulfill one's innate needs (Ryan & Deci, 2000). As we recall, 

reaetanee is supposedly induced by threats toone's freedom like persuasion attempts 

maybe coming from a persuasive technology. Being obedient is, therefore, often likely to 

be extemally motivated; it is an offer we have to make to serve our need for relatedness. 

But what does this distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation mean in practice? 

Most people are motivated to act by extemal motivators rather than intemal 

motivations on a daily basis. Indeed, much of what people do is not intrinsically motivated 

especially after early childhood when the freedom to be intrinsically motivated is 

increasingly curtailed by social pressures (Ryan & Deci, 2000). In multiple studies the 

effects of intemal versus extemal motivation on peoples' psychological state were 

explored. To name just a few, intemally motivated people have a heightened vitality, self 

esteem, and general well-being (Ryan & Deci, 2000). So although people are regularly 

asked to act in a manner that does not immediately satisfy their innate need for autonomy, 

they cannot be lead solely by these extemal motivators (for example by being obedient to 

persuasion attempts) as dissatisfying ones innate needs (need for autonomy when one acts 

obedient) has a negative influence on ones wellbeing. 

This indicates the presence of some mechanism that mediates between striving to 

satisfy ones need for autonomy ( e.g by acting reactant) or by suppressing this need ( e.g by 

being obedient). Such a mechanism will be important in regulating reactions towards a 

persuasive technology. But what would such a mechanism look like? SelfRegulation 

Theory might shed some light on the matter. 

Box 1.3 Autonomy as final end. 

Setting autonomy as a higher need than competence and relatedness was earlier 
done in Maslow's need hierarchy theory (Maslow, 1970). 'Selfactualization' is at 
the top ofthe pyramid with 'esteem' and 'love/belonging' subsequently 
undemeath it. The need 'relatedness' fits well within the categones of 'esteem' 
and 'love/belonging', whereas 'competence' fits into the 'self actualizion' level. 
Autonomy is again the final position in the self actualization process. In 
philosophy, the essence of autonomy is by no means a stranger. Friedrich 
Nietzsche acknowledged 'Wille zum macht' or 'will for power' to be the essence 
of all being (Kendrick et al., 1999; Tongeren, 1991 ). This will for power manifests 
itself in the basic human motivational need, with autonomy as its' final position. 
Angyal (Wehmeyer, 2004) furthermore, defined the "biologica! total process" as a 
trend toward autonomy. 
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1.5 Self Regu/ation Theory 

Self regu/ation refers to the self a/tering its own responses or inner states. Typically 

this takes the farm of overriding one response or behavior and replacing it with a less 

common but more desired response. (Baumeister, 2008) 

The human self regulating ability is part of the executive function of the self (Baumeister, 

2008) also known as the 'a gentic' aspecë. Supposedly this ability offers us the possibility 

for overruling our immediate urges which should give us an evolutionary advantage over 

urge driven species or individuals, by reaping the fruitsof higher postponed gains instead 

of smaller immedia te gains. In this same line of thought, it should enable us to perform 

pro-social behavior when this behavior does not immediately satisfy our urges. In light of 

persuasive technology this would mean overruling ones need for autonomy by being 

obedient. 

However, urges and impulses cannot unlimitedly he overruled. The human 

capacity for controlled processing is impressive but certainly limited (Baumeister, 2008) 

This may not he surprising in light of Self Determination theory ( described in the 

paragraph 1.3) as humans appear to have an innate need for autonomy. Asones urges are 

suppressed for extemal causes, the innate need for autonomy is not satisfied and this will 

lead to decreased well being of an individual (Ryan & Deci, 2000). Baumeister (2008) 

concludes that self regulation seems to opera te as if it depends on a limited resource 

resembling strength or energy. The main premises of his strength model of self regulation 

are: 

1. Acts of self-regulation consume the limited resource, so that after performing such an 

act, the person's stock ofthis resource is at least temporarily reduced. 

2. When the resource has been somewhat depleted, the persou will he less effective at 

self-regulatory tasks. 

3. The resource is used for a wide assortment of self regulatory activities. 

4. As with strength, the resource can he restored via rest and possibly other mechanisms. 

5. Also as with strength, regular exercise can increase strength over the long term. 

9 as we recall, it was this aspect that was in a sense given up to extemal sourees when one acts obedient 
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6. The self may begin to alter its responses long before the resource is fully depleted. 

The term ego depletion was henceforth adopted from Freudian theory to denominate the 

state in which one is less able to self regulate supposedly because of depletion of 

psychological resources. Being obedient to a persuasive technology might be an act of self 

regulation if we assume the need for autonomy to be a higher need than the need for 

relatedness. One does what one is told to do by the technology; while one rather acts on 

ones own intentions. We should expect then that every act of obedience (also those 

coming from a persuasive technology) will be potent to partially deplete the ego until the 

ego is exhausted. In other words; obeying to multiple persuasion attempts will have a 

depleting effect on the ego since it does not satisfy the need for autonomy. 

The extent to which speciftc persuasion attempts are able to deplete the ego, might 

depend on an individual's perception ofhow free (s)he is to do something else. Since the 

persuading agent does not have intrinsic freedom limiting capacities, this perception is 

likely to depend on the social context in which the persuasion attempt takes place. As an 

individual sees plenty of opportunity to forego into self determined behavior, (s)he might 

actually be more prone to act obedient, since the requested act of obedience is not 

threatening this person's hierarchical status. 

As the ego is depleted one will not fully be able to suppress urge driven behavior, 

for example, behavior that is motivated by the need for autonomy. However, this behavior 

might not serve ones social well being as it is primarily aimed to enhance personaf well 

being. Therefore, the individual would possibly be served when the depleted ego was 

replenisbed a go to proteet social relations. The concepts of rest, self affirmation and 

positive thoughts have been identified as potent factors in the replenishment of the ego 

(Baumeister, 2008). Especially the concept of self affirmation is interesting in light of 

reaetanee theory as direct restoration (and toa lesser extent indirect restoration) might be 

considered to be a form of self affirmation. One might say that behavior that satisfies the 

need for autonomy has restorative capacities for the ego, or that ego restoration is a side 

effect of autonomy need satisfaction. In the next paragraph a summary is provided of the 

theory discussed so far. Research questions and hypotheses will follow in paragraph 1.7. 
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1.6 Summary: Of Reactance, Obedience and Depleted Egos 

In light ofpersuasive technology, reaetanee theory, promisesus that ifa persuasive 

technology is perceived to he a threat to ones freedom, reaetanee might he induced. This 

might force an individual in a direction opposite to the direction proposed by the 

persuasive technology, even ifthe individual's initial attitude was in line with the 

direction proposed by the persuasive technology. Briefly: one does the exact opposite of 

what one is told to dotoproteet ones autonomy, rendering the persuasive technology 

useless. Obedience, on the other hand, may result in someone doing exactly what one is 

persuacled to do, even if ones attitudes are against acting in that manner. For persuasive 

technology this would mean optimal efficiency as people would obey to the persuasion 

attempts even if they would rationally disagree with the proposed direction. 

Reaetanee might find, in contrast to original theory, its roots in the innate 

motivational need to he autonorneus while obedience might he extrinsically motivated to 

serve the need for relatedness. Although obedience might he default behavior, an 

individual cannot act entirely on extemal motivations as dissatisfying innate needs will 

leadtoa decline in well being (Ryan & Deci, 2000). Most acts of obedience are therefore 

expected to potentially have negative influences on an individual's well being, as they 

usually do not satisfy the need for autonomy. This should he true for acting obedient toa 

persuasive technology as well. 

Luckily, there appears to he a mechanism that mediates between acting on intemal 

or extemal motivation, which might lead the individual to an optimal well being while 

reaping the profits from social relations. This mechanism might he the process of Ego 

depletion (Baumeister, 2008). Obeying to multiple persuasion attempts coming from a 

persuasive technology might than deplete the ego step by step, as it is not intrinsically 

motivated and is inherently a threat to ones innate need to he autonomous. When the ego 

depletes, people lose their ability to restrain their urges which will result in urge driven 

behavier with restorative qualities. Reaetanee is likely to have restorative qualities as it 

might he seen as a form of self affirmation; one acts autonomously which satisfies ones 

need to he autonomous. In line with reaetanee theory we might then expect people to use 

direct restoration which would result in disobeying a persuasive technology, or indirect 

restoration which might result in souree derogation. If this restorative behavier is 
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successful the ego should be replenished allowing an individual to control urges and 

become obedient again. The whole process of ego depletion and the restorative behavior 

that follows might be moderated by dispositional differences. We can now proceed into 

stating the research questions and hypotheses. 

1. 7 Research Questions and Hypotheses 

I believe that autonomy threats can be perceived in every interaction in which obedience 

is involved, so in the interaction with persuasive technologies as well. If persuasive 

technologies are able to induce reaetanee a manipulation of coerciveness might increase 

the perceived threat to one' s autonomy. This should result in a manifestation of reaetanee 

in a between group comparison. This leads us to the first hypothesis: 

Hl: Persuasive technologiescan induce reaetanee effects, leading to more restoration 

efforts when individuals interact with a high coercive persuasive technology than 

when individuals interact with a low coercive persuasive technology. 

Trait characteristics are generally thought to be moderating the appearance of reaetanee 

effects (see paragraph 1.2). Efforts to correlate trait measuring tools to actual reactant 

behavior have not wholly been successful though. In this study an attempt will be made to 

correlate scores on the HPRS self report tooi to overt behavior. Furthermore, scores on the 

BIS/BAS self report tooi might correlate to overt behavior in response to the persuasive 

technology as well. The hypothesis is therefore: 

H2: The individual dispositions as measured with the HPRS and BIS/BAS self report 

tools, wil/ moderate the effects of the interaction with a persuasive technology on overt 

behavior. 

A single interaction with a persuasive technology might not directly lead to reactant 

behavior, as from Self regulation theory follows that humans have a capacity to cope with 

these threats. It might not be difficult, however, to envision a situation in which 

persuasive technologies are ubiquitous and continuously trying to influence our behavior. 
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While a single interaction might not lead to reactant behavior, multiple interactions might 

have a cumulative effect. In line with Self regulation theory, one can expect that acts of 

obedience, in response to enduring persuasion attempts, will deplete the ego, thereby 

diminishing ones capacity to deal with the threat in a socially desirabie way. Therefore I 

expect that during multiple interactions with persuasive agent(s) like a persuasive 

technology ( and of course within a limited timeframe ), the ego will be depleted whereby 

the individualloses repressive capacities and as a result reactant behavior will occur. 

H3: The persuasion attempts comingfrom a persuasive technology wil! have a 

cumulative effect on the ego, teading to an increase in reactant behavior as an 

individual is exposed to ever more persuasion attempts. 

Furthermore, the two independent variables are expected to interact because I expect that 

bigger threats will have a stronger depleting effect on the ego. Therefore I expect that in 

the high coercive condition the number of refusals will increase faster than in the low 

coercive condition. 

H4: The two variables 'number of persuasion attempts' and 'coerciveness' wil! show 

an interaction effect, teading to a Jaster increase in refusals in an interaction with a 

high coercive persuasive technology than in a interaction with a low coercive 

persuasive technology. 
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2. Experiment design. 

In order to test the hypotheses, stated in the preceding paragraph, we need to have a 

suitable experiment. In this chapter the design ofthe experiment, used in this study, is 

discussed. 

2.1 Design 

In this experiment two independent variables were used; 'Coerciveness' and 'Number of 

persuasion attempts'. The first variabie was tested between subjects using two conditions. 

The second variabie was tested within subjects using eight levels. The final result was a 2 

x 8 mixed design. 

2.2 Porticipants 

The participants for this study were recruited using the 'J.F. Schouten School' database 

and by personal invitation on the campus ofthe Eindhoven University ofTechnology. An 

age limit was set on thirty years as it was expected that participants under the a ge of thirty 

would all be familiar with using a computer which was deemed necessary. All participants 

indicated that they use computers at least on a weekly basis so this assumption turned out 

to be right. Forty six participants completed the experiment, predominantly students ofthe 

Eindhoven University ofTechnology. Three participants were excluded for not adhering 

totheir task, leaving forty three participants (M= 22.3 years, SD = 2.7) to be used in the 

final analysis. Twenty one participants were put in the high coercive condition while the 

other twenty two were put in the low coercive condition. The participants received 5 

Euros fortheir participation and in addition they competed for two 20 Euro 'entertainment 

cheques'. 

2.3 Apparatus 

The experiment was conducted at the HTI -Uselab at the Eindhoven University of 

Technology. This laboratory is furnished and decorated like a living room in order to 

make people feel 'at home'. The lab is furthermore equipped with cameras and 

micropbones to enable recording of what happens within the lab environment from 
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multiple angles. Operating the equipment takes place in the 'Control room' which is 

physically separated from the main lab environment. From the control room, participants 

can be observed through semi transparent mirrors. 

Recording apparatus 

and laptop computer Participantsentrance 

Table with desktop 
computer 

Figure 2.2: The Uselab 

Sofa 

relevision set 
and Wii console 

The computer game 'The Legend ofZelda: Twilight princess' was played on a standard 

Nintendo Wii game console. The Wii was connected toa standard large screen color 

television which visualized the game play for the participants. The game play was 

furthermore visualized on a monitor in the control room by splitting the outgoing video 

signal of the Wii console. 
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Figure 2.3 The iCat 

Source: www.research.philips.com/robotics 

On a table between the participant and the television 'sits' an iCat. iCat is the world's first 

available plug-and-play desktop robot capable of mechanically rendering facial 

expressions (www.research.philips.com/robotics). Next to its' ability torender facial 

expressions, iCat incorporates a soundcard and intemal speaker which allow the iCat to 

utter verbal expressions. The iCat is thus a persuasive technology with relatively high 

agentic characteristic and this should theoretically improve this technologies potential to 

induce reaetanee (see paragraph 1.2). 

A standard laptop computer was used equipped with 'A Cape la Multimedia' voice 

generating software (version TTS 6.010), standard iCat handling software, and a custom 

made interfacetosend voice commands to the iCat through a USB cable connection. The 

specific voice commands uttered by the iCat during the experiment were automatically 

recorded (with timestamp) in a text file to enable post analysis. The video signal from the 

Wii was also recorded to enable post experimental analysis. In addition, the vocal 

expressions ofthe iCat were recorded synchronized to the video signal. Finally, a standard 

desktop computer was used to administer questionnaires. 

2.4 Procedure 

Participants entered the lab and were asked to sit in front of a desktop computer in order 

to receive some instructions (in Dutch) about the experiment and their task. The 
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researcher then left to the control room to give the participants the opportunity to click 

through the instructions in their own pace. 

The instructions were used to explain the participants their task in the experiment, 

which was to explore the 'Zelda world'. The Zelda game incorporates an introductory 

start, which slowly makes the player accustomed with the opportunities and characteristics 

ofthe Zelda world. This provides for an easy to master, non threatening environment in 

which one can perform a task without having to master complex behaviors or requiring 

high agility. Furthermore, the used level ofthe 'Zelda' game was judged to be not too 

arousing which was deemed necessary as too arousing a game might have unwanted 

effects. In addition this specific part of the game offers plenty of opportunity to administer 

persuasion attempts. 

A short instructive video was also included in the introduction. This video showed 

fragments from the specific level that the participants would be playing, explaining to 

them the possibilities of the Zelda world. The purpose of this video was to familiarize the 

participants with the Zelda world. This should help to make participants feel more 

confident when actually playing the game. 

Finally, the participants were told that the two participants performing best in 

answering some questions about the game environment (which would be administered to 

them after playing the game) would receive a 20 euro 'entertainment voucher' which can 

be used to buy CD's DVD's Videogames etc. This game element was introduced to make 

the task more interesting for the participants as they might act fairly obedient when there 

is a lack of personal interest in the objective of the task. A couple of example questions 

were included in the introduction, to familiarize the participants with the type of questions 

that would be asked. 

When participants finished the introduetion the researcher led them to the sofa 

while explaining again what their task would be. This additional instruction was given to 

make sure that the participants understood the goal. The researcher explained to them how 

to use the controllers ofwhich they only had to use a smalljoystick (Nunchuk) and one 

button (the 'A' button) on the controller. 
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Source: http://wiiportal.nintendo-europe.com/480.html 
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The researcher subsequently switched the TV to the video channel. To ensure that every 

participant started in the same position a 'saved game' was used which was loaded in 

advance of the experiment. 

Finally, the iCat was introduced by the researcher and the participants were told 

that the iCat can assist them intheir task. The researcher told the participants that the iCat 

would wake up soon and would also personally introduce himself to them. In addition he 

would tell the participants when they would be allowed to start playing. The researcher 

subsequently left the room to start the iCat. 

While playing the game, participants were exposed to persuasion attempts of the 

iCat. The iCat was controlled by the researcher from the control room. As the participants 

were not told about this, we had, in effect, a so called 'wizard of oz setup'. With a fixed 

scenario in mind, the researcher tried to persuade participants into following a specific 

route and to have them perform a specific sequence of actions. This ensured that 

participants would experience the same situations and the same persuasion attempts as 

much as possible. Participants were allowed to play until they had completed the preset 

scenario. lf partic i pants strayed away to far from the preset scenario the experiment was 

ended after about 13 minutes which was also roughly the time neerled to complete the 

preset scenario. 

When the participants were done playing the researcher entered again and asked 

the participants to answer some questions on the desktop computer. He then left to enable 

the participants to answer the questions in their own pace. When finished, the participants 

were thanked for their cooperation and received their eamings. 
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2.4.1 Experimental manipulation. 

In line with Brehm' s theory the threat to on es freedom had to be manipulated. Brehm 

operationalised this by manipulating the degree of 'coerciveness' in his experiments. As 

he used written messages he could easily add some high coercive sentences to the friendly 

message to get a coercive one. However, as the iCat uses speech, a new manipulation had 

to be designed. 

In the low coercive condition the freedom to act was explicitly implied in every 

sentence by incorporating words like 'you can', while in the high coercive condition 

imperatives were incorporated in every sentence. For example: 

''You can go to the right" versus ''You have to go to the right" 

The two sets of speech contained the same number of persuasion attempts and every 

persuasion attempt had his equal in the other set. All the lines that were used can be found 

in appendix 1 together with a translation of all the lines into English. 

2.4.2 Dependent Variables and Measurement 

Refusal Quotient 

Video recordings revealed participants behavior as expressed by the avatar 'Link' in the 

'Zelda' game. The (vocal) expressions ofthe iCat were synchronously recorded so one 

can hear the iCat speak while watching the video recordings ofthe game play. Every 

persuasion attempt that participants received from the iCat could either be refused or 

obeyed. The refusals were scored on a text file that was automatically generated during 

the experiments (an example of one such text file can be found in Appendix 4). Scoring 

was done by one ra ter while a second rater scored six of the forty three script files, in 

order to calculate inter-rater reliability. Two reliability scores had to be calculated; one for 

the total number ofrefusals (relevant for testing the first hypothesis), and one for all the 

scores together (relevant for the second and third hypothesis). Inter-rater reliability for the 
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total number ofrefusals was very high (alpha = .993). The second inter-rater reliability 

score was slightly lower but still high (alpha = .895). 

Subsequently, a 'refusal quotient' had to be calculated to relate the total number of 

refusals scored to the number ofpersuasion attempts that the participants received (the 

participants did not receive the same number of persuasion attempts ). The refusal quo ti ent 

was calculated by dividing the total number of refusals of a participant with the total 

number of persuasion attempts that this participant received. As the total number of 

received persuasion attempts is a factual value, no reliability assessment was necessary in 

this step. Finally, the resulting refusal quotient was transformed using a square root 

transformation, to acquire a normal distribution. 

To test whether there is a cumulative reaetanee effect of multiple persuasion 

attempts (hypothesis two ), one should test whether the relative number of refusals 

increases as the experiment progresses. Therefore the number of refusals needs to be 

related to a fixed variabie that reflects the progress of the experiment. An additional data 

file had to be created to this end in which the total number of persuasion attempts that the 

participants received, were clustered in clusters of ten and the refusals per cluster were 

recorded for each participant. 

Attitude measures 

Self report measures were used to reveal attitudes towards the iCat. Three attitudinal 

components; perceived competence ofthe iCat (containing 5 items), liking ofthe iCat 

( containing four items), and perceived difficulty task ( containing 3 items), were included. 

Reliability proved to be sufficient for liking (alpha = .868), competence (alpha = .833), 

and task difficulty (alpha = .734). 

Trait measures 

As trait characteristics are currently accepted to be mediating in the appearance of 

reaetanee effects, a, to Dutch back-translated, version ofHong's 11-point scale was 

incorporated. In addition, the BIS/BAS scale devised by Carver and White (Carver & 

White, 1994), was implemented in also a back translated version. 
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The dataset containing the results ofthe HPRS, BIS/BAS, and attitude measures 

did not contain missing values. Reliability scores were calculated for the HPRS and 

BIS/BAS measures. Results on HPRS measures showed sufficient reliability only after 

excluding four ofthe eleven items (alpha .769). This result questions the validity ofthe 

translation of the 11 item HPRS tool that was used in this experiment. More on this issue 

can be found in chapter 4. Results on the BIS scale proved to be unreliable on overall 

(alpha =.606) but would be sufficiently reliable ifitem "I have very few fears compared to 

my friends" was excluded (alpha = .749). The BAS score was reliable without any 

excluded items (alpha = .761). The translated and original question ofboth the HPRS as 

the BIS/BAStool can be found in Appendix 2 and 3. 

Control variables 

Demograpbic variables age and gender as well as data on computer experience and 

experience with the Wii were collected. These variables were expected to mediate the 

effects ofthe manipulation. No significant differences were found on any of these items 

between the two participant groups. 
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3. Results 

In this chapter the results of the experiment will be descri bed. Conclusions follow in 

chapter 4; although in this chapter some superficial conclusions will be drawn. 

3.1 Manipulation check 

The perceived coerciveness, which is the actual manipulation, was measured with a factor 

containing four items. Two participants were excluded because they produced outliers on 

two ofthe items and extreme scores on a third item. Reliability was sufficient (alpha 

= .774). Participantsin the high coercive condition feit more coercion (M= 6.08, SD = 

1.14) than participantsin the low coercive condition (M= 5.46, SD = .74). This 

difference was significant, t(39) = 2.05,p = .023. Hence the manipulation was successful. 

3.2 Hypothesis 1 

Persuasive technologiescan induce reaetanee effects, leading to more restoration efforts 

when individuals interact with a high coercive persuasive technology than when 

individuals interact with a low coercive persuasive technology. 

Direct Restoration 

It was expected that participants would exhibit more reaetanee under the influence of a 

high coercive iCat. This would be manifested in a significantly higher mean 'refusal 

quotient', as participants actively engage in the behavior that is threatened. 

There was no significant difference between the mean refusal quotient in the high 

coercive condition and the mean refusal quo ti ent in the low coercive condition, t( 41) = .44, 

p = .66. This does not support the first hypothesis. However, the manipulation of 

coerciveness did seem to have an effect. 
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As can be seen in the graphs above, the spread of scores in the high coercive condition is 

larger than in the low coercive condition. This difference was highly significant, Levene's 

test F = 12.98, p = .001. 

Furthermore, judging from the graphs, there appear to be two separate groups in 

the coercive condition. Analyzing these groups separately was thought to be interesting. 

Exploration ofthe data suggested that a cut offpoint at .33 would result inthebest 

distribution having a group of24 (13 in the high coercive, versus 11 in the low coercive 

condition) above the cut off point, and a group of 19 (9 in the high coercive, versus 10 in 

the low coercive condition) below that point. 

Participants with a refusal quotient above .33 (the rebels) proved to have a 

higher mean refusal quotientin the high coercive condition (M = .59, SD = .13) than 

participantsin the low coercive condition (M= .48, SD = .07), t (22) = 2.49,p = .01. 
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Below .33 (the sheep), it is the exact opposite as participantsin the high coercive 

condition have a lower refusal quotient (M = .11, SD = .09) than participants in the low 

coercive condition (M = .24, SD = .05), t (17) = -3,6, p = .002. These results raise 

questions about the validity of comparing the grand means in both conditions to test the 

fi.rst hypothesis as will be discussed in chapter four of this report. 

Indirect restoration 

Refusing to obey the iCat was expected as a form of direct restoration. However, Brehm 

(1966) also acknowledged the possibility of indirect restoration by for example, degrading 

the souree of the threat. In this experiment indirect restoration could result in degrading 

the iCat. 

Perceived competence of the iCat was significantly lower in the high coercive 

condition (M= 2.7, SD = .75) than in the low coercive condition (M= 3.0, SD = .60), t 

(41) = -1.19,p = .24. The attitude towards the iCat, proved to be significantly more 

negative (M= 2.4, SD = .74) in the high coercive condition than in the low coercive 

condition (M= 3.5, SD = 1.1), t (41) = -3.45,p = .000. 

A correlation analysis was subsequently conducted to see whether the measures of 

attitude could be correlated to the refusal quotieuts in both conditions. This would 

possibly shed some light on a relationship between direct and indirect restoration. 

An insignificant (p = .153) correlation was found between the refusal quotientand the 

attitude towards the iCat in the high coercive condition (r = -0.229). However, in the low 

coercive condition a larger (r = -.446) and significant (p = 0.021) correlation was found. 
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3.3 Hypothesis 2 

The individual dispositions measured with the HP RS and BIS/BAS self report tools, wil! 

moderate the effects of the interaction with a persuasive technology on overt behavior. 

Direct restoration 

Trait characteristics were expected to play a moderating role in the exhibition of reaetanee 

effects. A correlation analysis revealed only a small, though significant, correlation 

between HPRS (without the four deviant items) and the refusal quotient, r = .26,p = .046. 

Furthermore, a significant correlation was found between the BAS scale and the refusal 

quotient, r =- .31,p = .019 and, finally, the BIS scale did not correlate with the refusal 

quotient, r = .14, p = .46. These results support the second hypothesis although 

correlations do not prove moderating effects. 

Subsequently, correlation coefficients were calculated for the two conditions 

separately to see whether there are differences in correlation between conditions. A large 

significant correlation was found between BAS measures and the refusal quotient in the 

high coercive condition, r = -.53, p = .006. No such correlation was found in the low 

coercive condition, r = -.07,p = .39. Asthere were no significant differences in the BAS 

scores between the two conditions, t(41) = .443,p = .66, one can assume that the BAS 

scores were not influenced by the experimental manipulation. Therefore the trait which is 

measured with the BAS scale is likely to have been moderating the effects of the high 

coercive iCat on overt behavior. 

The same analysis was performed for the HPRS scale with somewhat surprising 

results. While the HPRS measure does not correlate significantly with the refusal quotient 

in the high coercive condition, r = .203, p = .18, it correlates highly with the refusal 

quotientin the low coercive condition, r = .425,p = 0.03. No differences were found 

between HPRS scores in both conditions. These results indicate that both measures are 

tapping into different trait characteristics while at the same time these characteristics are 

both moderating the effects of exposure to persuasion attempts. A possible explanation 

will be discussed in chapter 4. 
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A regression analysis was subsequently conducted, to give more definite results on 

moderating abilities. Unfortunately the number of participants used in the study was too 

small to fit all variables into one regression analysis. Sirree the HPRS scores were not 

significantly correlated to the 'refusal quo ti ent' of the entire sample, I chose to exclude 

HPRS from the regression analysis. In the final regression analysis, the variabie 'BAS 

scores' and the dummy variabie 'condition' were included. Furthermore, sirree there 

appeared to be a difference between the two conditions in the extent to which BAS scores 

could be correlated to the refusal quotient, an interaction variabie 'BAS * Condition' was 

included. Results showed that 'condition', 'BAS scores' as wellastheir interaction 

variabie were significant predietors of the dependent variabie 'refusal quotient'. This 

further establishes the moderating role that the trait measured with the BAS scale has in 

expressing reactance. 

condition 
BAS scores 
Condition *BAS 
Note =.23 

Indirect restoration 

-3.02 
-0.74 
2.95 

-2.5 
-3.36 
2.45 

0.016 
0.002 
0.019 

Moderating variables might also play a role in indirect restoration. Therefore an analysis 

was conducted in which the .33 score was again set as point of distinction. 

The rebels group felt significantly more free (M= 5.4, SD = 1.14) than the sheep 

did (M= 6.0, SD = .85), t (41) = -1.8, p =.035. This reflects their actual behavior during 

the game. However, rebels liked the iCat significantly less (M = 2.68, SD = 1.03) than the 

sheep did (M= 3.42, SD = 1.10), t (41) = -2.28,p = 0.014. Finally the rebels thought the 

iCat was smarter (M= 3.09, SD = .67) than the sheep did (M= 2.66, SD = 0.63), t (41) = 

2.12, p =.019. 
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3.3 Hypothesis 3 

The persuasion attempts comingfrom a persuasive technology wil! have a cumulative 

effect teading to an increase in reactant behavior as an individual is exposed to ever more 

persuasion attempts. 

The expectation was that multiple persuasion attempts would deplete the ego rendering 

the participant unable to control his urges. As reaetanee is expected to be impulsive 

behavior it is expected to manifest itself only after multiple persuasion attempts, leading 

to a gradual increase in the refusal quotient as the experiment progresses until restorative 

effects kick in. This effect was expected to be found in both conditions and therefore all 

scores were initially accumulated. 

Figure 3. 2: Mean Refusal Quotient per number ofpersuasion attempts grouped by ten. 

The graph above depiets average refusal quotieuts for the eight subsequent clusters of ten 

persuasion attempts. It shows that the highest 'mean refusal quotient' is reached in cluster 

five after a continuous increase in the mean refusal quotient from the start. 
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The mean refusal quotient was subsequently submitted to a repeated measure 

ANOV A. Mauchly's test indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been violated for 

the main effect of 'number ofpersuasion attemtps',i = 54.75,p = .001. Therefore 

degrees of freedom were corrected using Huynh-Feldt estimates of sphericity (e = .83). A 

significant main effect was found for number ofpersuasion attempts, F(8.8, 243.58) = 
4.29,p = .000. Furthermore, contrasts revealed a highly significant quadratic trend in the 

data, F(1,42) = 18.67,p = .000. This means that the refusal quotient grew up toa 

maximum after which it declined again, giving the trend line a parabolic shape. 

3.4 Hypothesis 4 

The two variables 'number of persuasion attempts' and 'coerciveness' wil! show an 

interaction effect, teading to a Jaster increase in re jusals in an interaction with a high 

coercive persuasive technology than in a interaction with a low coercive persuasive 

technology. 

--coercive 
- neutral 

Figure 3. 3: Mean refusal quotient per condition 

The graph depiets average refusal quotieuts for both conditions separately. The graph 

shows that the highest 'mean refusal quotient' is reached in cluster three for the high 

coercive condition (and after that, also in cluster five and six) and in cluster five for the 
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friendly condition. This means that in the high coercive condition it took between thirty to 

forty persuasion attempts in generalto get participantsintheir most rebellious behavior. 

While in the low coercive condition it took fifty to sixty persuasion attempts to get there. 

The refusal quotient was again submitted to a repeated measure ANOV A. 

Mauchly's test indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been violated in the high 

coercive condition, i (27) = 60.56, p = .000. Therefore degrees of freedom were 

corrected using Greenhouse-Geisser estimates of sphericity (e = .57). The results showed a 

significant increase in refusal quotient as the number of persuasion attempts increase, 

F(3.97, 83.45) = 3.05,p = .02. In the low coercive condition, the assumption ofsphericity 

had not been violated. The results showed a significant increase in refusal quotient as the 

number of persuasion attempts increase F(7, 140) = 2.63, p = .0 14. As a second important 

result, contrasts revealed a significant quadratic trend in the mean refusal quotient in the 

high coercive condition, F(1,21) = 7.7,p = .011, as wellas in the low coercive condition 

F(1,20) = 14.17,p=.001. 

No significant interaction effect was found, F(5.8, 237.8) = 3.93, p = .22, for the 

two independent variables on the whole. However, an analysis ofthe first segment of data 

portraits a different picture. In the first 3 slots there is a main effect of number of 

persuasion attempts, F (2, 40) = 6.8, p = .00, as well as a significant linear interaction 

effect with 'condition', F ( 2, 14.23) = 7.36, p = .01. The graphs indicate that the third slot 

is the one in which the maximum refusal quotient is reached for the first time in the high 

coercive condition. We might therefore expect that restorative effects distort results after 

this point. 
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4. Conclusions and Discussion 

4.1 Hypothesis 1 

4. 1. 1 Direct restoration 

The ex perimental results show an effect of the coerciveness manipulation but not as 

expected. There was no significant difference in the 'mean refusal quotient' between the 

two conditions and, basedon this result, the first hypothesis could he rejected for direct 

restoration. However, a significant difference in the varianee of scores between the two 

conditions was found. It appears as though two groups formed within the high coercive 

condition. The total dataset was therefore split to analyze these groups separately. A 

significantly higher mean refusal quotient was found for the 'rebels' in the high coercive 

condition than those in the low coercive condition. However, a significant lower refusal 

quotient was found for the 'sheep' in the high coercive condition than in the low coercive 

condition. The effects cancel each other out which leads to almost identical group means. 

Based on this analysis we should he careful to reject the first hypothesis prematurely as 

the 'rebels' acted in line with this hypothesis. But what do these results indicate? 

In response to the high coercive iCat, people seem to become extremely docile or 

extremely rebellious. If we assume these behaviors to re sult from depleted egos it might 

he that there is in fact a third coping strategy next to direct and indirect restoration. 10 This 

coping strategy might he to become extremely obedient. But what might he the logic 

bebind such a strategy? 

By being extremely obedient one maximizes chances for social approval since one 

is doing what ones social surroundings expect. Thus, it protects the social relations from 

harm done by the need for autonomy, since one is behaving in a way that doesnotsupport 

autonomy whatsoever. It might appear then that this strategy has no inherent qualities to 

restore the ego. One might even he tempted to think that using this strategy has a negative 

effect on the ego as one is not acting autonomously. However, behaving obedient might 

have a secondary effect. We should turn to Milgram (1974) to explain. 

10 The two eoping strategies we are familiar with from reaetanee theory 
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"The person who, with inner conviction, laathes stealing killing, and assault may find 

himself performing these acts with relative ease when commanded by authority ... The 

essence of obedience consists in the fact that a pers on co mes to view himself as the 

instrument for carrying out another pers on 's wishes "(Mi/gram, 197 4). 

People who undergo an agentic shift are apparently enabled to no longer carry the moral 

burden of their acting. They do not see themselves as the moral actor anymore. If these 

people are able to temporarily shut down this aspect ofthe agentic self(the 'über Ich' in 

Freudian terms ), will it then be inconceivable that they are also able to temporarily shut 

down their urges (or the 'Es')? Fora social creature this would certainly be a valuable tool, 

as it would allow them to keep functioning in socially desirabie pattems when the 

situation at hand does not allow urge driven behavior. Furthermore, giving up agency 

might provide the ego with rest as it is in a way bypassed making behavior more or less 

directly determined by one's surroundings. Rest has been identified as a restorative factor 

by Eaumeister (see paragraph 1.5). We would then be left with three coping strategies 

with unique characteristics: 

1. Direct restoration. This strategy has the best restorative qualities. However, it 

also has the biggest potential to damage relationships which might harm the 

individual in the long run. 

2. Indirect restoration. Has only a restorative quality in the form of damage 

controL On the other hand, damages to relationships will be smaller than with 

direct restoration as only an individual's attitudes instead ofhis/her overt 

behavior are influenced. 

3. Blind obedience. Has no inherent restorative qualities but may be helpful in 

restoring the ego by providing rest. In addition, it might even have positive 

influences on social relations, as one fulfills what one is demanded to do by 

one or more social actors. 

Which behavior threatened individuals eventually engage in, is likely to be dependent on a 

variety of factors. However, all these factors might contribute to a single construct; ones 

orientation towards either the self or the 'others'. F or example, someone with low self 
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esteem might be more oriented towards his or her relations as this person might perceive 

this relations to be of vital importance for ones well being. Damage to the social structure 

would then loom as a loss bigger than the gain that would be acquired with direct 

restoration. This person might, therefore, be tempted to use the strategy of extreme 

obedience to proteet relations. On the other hand, people with high self es teem might 

perceive themselves to be highly competent and in little need for social relations. This 

person might be more tempted to act rebellious in order to proteet his/her competence. 

This reasoning is in line with social exchange theory (Kendrick et al., 1999). Brehm 

(1966) wrote: 'reactance clearly flies in the face of reality', and ones judgment of reality 

would then have a pivotal position. 

4.1.2 Indirect restoration 

People in the high coercive condition liked the iCat significantly less than in people in the 

low coercive condition. This result is in line with the first hypothesis and suggests that 

indirect restoration has taken place. To establish the relationships between the different 

forms of restoration, possible correlations between attitude measures (indirect restoration) 

and refusal quotients (measuring direct restoration) were assessed. The attitude measures 

revealed a correlation with the refusal quotient in the low coercive condition and none in 

the high coercive condition. This begs the question of how these results can be explained. 

Attitudes haveastrong influence in the formation ofbehaviors (Ajzen, 1991). In 

line with the reinforcement-affect model(Kendrick et al., 1999, p.219), we should expect 

that having a negative attitude towards something might motivate people to avoid 

interaction with the object of threat. Therefore, derogating the souree of a threat might be 

useful to avoid future frustrations totheneed for autonomy. This reaction might then be 

expected by everyone who has been threatened by this object, even those who responded 

in blind obedience and those in the low coercive condition. This explains why no 

correlation was found between the refusal quotients and the attitude towards the iCat in 

the high coercive condition, because, regardless of ones behavioral coping style, the threat 

should be avoided in future interactions. The correlation ofthe attitude measures and the 

refusal quotient in the low coercive condition, then, again indicates that behavior was not 

influenced too much by behavioral restorative coping strategies in this condition and that 
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behavior might be respected to be more rational behavior in response to the situation at 

hand. 

The function of indirect restoration might therefore be twofold. Next to its 

restorative capacities of damage control (as discussed earlier), indirect restoration in the 

form of souree derogation will proteet the individual from future interactions with the 

souree ofthe threat (which might be considered to be damage controljust as well). 

Indirect restoration therefore differs from direct restoration in that it might not necessarily 

result from a state of ego depletion, but rather directly from perception of a threat. The 

conceptual difference begs the question of whether both phenomena should be fitted 

within one and the same concept of reactance. 

4.2 Hypothesis 2 

Based on the existing literature it is tempting to assume that trait characteristics are likely 

to moderate the effects of a coerciveness manipulation. To test whether this was the case 

in this experiment, the variabie 'refusal quotient' was correlated with two selfreport trait 

measures, BIS/BAS and Rong's Psychological Reaetanee Scale (HPRS). 

Surprisingly the Bas scale showed a much better correlation with the refusal 

quotient in the high coercive condition than the HPRS scale which has specifically been 

designed to measure ones disposition to exhibit reactance. In the low coercive condition it 

is the other way around. This indicates that these two measures tap into different character 

traits that bath influence behavior in reaction to persuasion attempts. Based on these 

results the secoud hypothesis cannot be rejected, the results need some further 

interpretation though. 

4.2.1 Correlation of the refusal quotient with BAS 

Gray (1990) originally used the term 'impulsivity' for the personality trait that reflects 

BAS sensitivity. Recently, some doubt has arisen over whether reward sensitivity and 

impulsiveness refer to one and the same trait. Franken and Muris (2006) for example 

found evidence that BAS sensitivity reflects both impulsiveness as reward sensitivity. If 
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we take a closer look at the BAS items we might be tempted to think that all items tap into 

ones tendency to act impulsively, indeed, but surely only towards externally grounded 

rewards. To state that the BAS scale measures ones tendency to act impulsive, would then 

be to shallow a statement as impulsive behavior might just as well be directed to intemally 

grounded rewards like a successfully restored freedom. This line of reasoning can explain 

results found by (Carver & White, 1994) who found a correlation between BAS measures 

and extraversion and positive temperament. 

Ifwe adopt this interpretation ofthe BAS scale we can explain our results. For 

people who tend to impulsively seek for extemal rewards, or differently, are highly 

orientated towards extemal relations, are likely to defend their relationships and are 

therefore best ofby choosing blind obedience as a coping strategy. On the other hand, 

people who are more oriented towards the internat need for autonomy are likely to use the 

strategy of direct restoration and to act rebellious. This explains the correlation found in 

the high coercive condition where BAS scores correlated negatively with refusal 

quotients; people acting rebellious scored low on the BAS scale, whereas people acting 

obedient scored high on the BAS scale. Another important aspect of this explanation is 

that it again indicates that people in the high coercive condition acted more impulsively 

than people in the low coercive condition. This supports the concept of ego depletion, and 

the results discussed so far. 

4.2.2 Correlation of the refusal quotient with HPRS 

When people are not in an impulsive state, Bas scores are not likely to correlate with their 

behavior as their undepleted egos are still capable of controlling their impulses. In other 

words; their impulsive tendency is not reflected in their behavior because they are not 

acting on impulse. So what can we expect fortheir behavior in this 'rational' state? Ifwe 

assume that all people make roughly the samerationat judgment (which is not unlikely in 

this experiment because of its transparency and the uniformity of the participants group) 

we would expect them to act much more alike. This was indeed reflected by the 

significant smaller spread in refusal quotients. But why did behavior in the low coercive 

condition correlate with the HPRS measure? 
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If one takes a closer look at the HPRS items one is likely to conclude that all items 

tap into ones tendency to act socially (un)desirable. Although one might be tempted to 

judge this evaluation as rather subjective (and therefore perhaps invalid) it actually is not. 

A closer inspeetion will reveal that every item on the HPRS scale formulates an act of 

personal resistance towards an extemal (social) influence attempt. If every item on a scale 

taps into social (un)desirable behavior one should not be surprised to eventually get a 

measure that reflects social desirabie behavior. The fact that four items, which formulated 

explicitly socially undesirable behavior, did not correlate with the rest of the scale, further 

indicates that a 'social desirabie load' rests on the HPRS scale. This is, however, not to 

say that these answers arealso biased in a socially desirabie way. On the contrary, the 

answers might genuinely reileet ones tendency to act socially desirabie or undesirable. 

The measure might be seen as a measure of on es rational evaluation of what is acceptable 

behavior towards one's social environment. So ifthe HPRS is susceptible to influences of 

social desirability, weneed not necessarily have to worry about its validity as long as it is 

used to predict behavior of humans who are, in fact, acting in social desirabie way; 

behavior ofhumans who do notsuffer from depleted egos. One can seriously wonder, 

however, whether this measure is then able to measure ones proneness for reaetanee as in 

the current theory reaetanee is assumed to be a result of impulsive behavior. Results of 

this experiment indicate that it is not. Rather, the HPRS measure might be able to predict 

the natura! spread in rational evaluations ofwhat is socially acceptable behavior. The poor 

correlation between scores on the HPRS scale and actual reactant behavior replicates 

findings of Silvia (2006). 

4.3 Hypothesis 3 

Multiple persuasion attempts were expected to have a cumulative effect which should lead 

to an increase in the mean refusal quotient. 

A significant increase was found in the refusal quo ti ent up to slot 5. After slot 5 

the refusal quotient decreased again, giving a quadratic trend to the data. Results were 

therefore in line with hypothesis three for the first 5 slots. An explanation for this result 

would be that the multiple persuasion attempts tire the ego thereby reducing its capacity to 

restrain urges. The maximum might then be the pivot point after which restoration kicks 

in. The ego is refilled allowing the participants to be obedient once again. 
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4.4 Hypothesis 4 

As the threats to the autonomy are bigger, like in the high coercive condition, we would 

expect that egos depletes faster. This should result in a significant steeper trend in the 

build up of the refusal quotient. This was confirmed with the significant interaction effect 

that was found for the first three slots. Slot three is the slot in which the maximum refusal 

quotient was reached for the first time in the high coercive condition. Together with the 

significant quadratic trend hat was found we have an indication that restoration efforts are 

actually successful allowing participants to become obedient again thereby distorting the 

effects that the manipulation originally had. Behavior after slot three was, therefore, not in 

line with hypothesis four. Restorative effects could not be predicted in advance. 

4.5 Directions for Further Research 

The results of this study indicate that a persuasive technology is able to in duce reactance. 

The persuasive technology used in this study, however, was a technology with high 

'agentic' qualities. In the introduetion I already proposed that it might be the extent to 

which a persuasive technology is able to mimic human characteristics that might have a 

pivotal role in the potential of the technology to induce reactance. The specific technology 

used in this study might therefore be especially potent to induce reaetanee and this raises 

the question to what ex tent the results of this study can be generalized to other 

technologies with less agentic qualities. More research is therefore needed to asses the 

poten ti al of less agentic technologies to induce reaetanee or to asses which qualities are 

most important in inducing reactance. 

The proposed strategy of 'blind obedience' needs to be further validated as a 

restorative strategy. In addition, if we would adhere to the theory proposed, we should 

establish what factors are likely to mediate in the choice for either strategy of restoration. 

One might for example be tempted to think that women are more likely to choose the path 

of obedience while men are more likely to choose the path of direct restoration. A study 

correlating restorative choices with scores on Schwartz value model (e.g. Schwartz, 1992; 

Struch et al., 2002) might therefore be valuable. In the same line of thought self es teem 

levels are expected to mediate which might be addressed in future studies. 
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I did not do a thorough analysis on differences in reactions to the different specific 

persuasion attempts that I used. It is not inconceivable that some were perceived to he 

more threatening than others and therefore have greater potential to evoke reaetanee 

( although superficial analysis of the data did not indicate such differences ). Further 

research adding to the current research in this field (e.g. Milier et al., 2007), might he 

useful to assess what kind of persuasion attempts have the biggest potential to evoke 

reactance. 

The validity of the HPRS tooi to measure dispositional proneness to exhibit 

reaetanee has been questioned. It might he that the used translated tooi differed from the 

original tooi in psychometrie properties (which may he indicated by the poor intemal 

consistency), but the construct validity ofthe HPRS scale has been questioned before. 

Further research might reveal more about the validity of the HPRS tool. 

A point of critique towards the current study might he that it lacks ecological 

validity. The context that I created is certainly a poor reflection ofwhat people encounter 

in reallife. We do not know, however, what role persuasive technologies will play in the 

future and, more importantly, the goals ofthis study were not to replicate reallife 

situations but to prove that technology is able to induce reaetanee and that multiple 

persuasion attempts can have a cumulative effect. Future studies (perhaps field studies) 

might reveal the effects that persuasive technologies have in reallife. 

Generally, the theory presented in this report and the results ofthe experiment 

question the conceptual validity of' classic' reaetanee theory. I believe that perceived 

threats to ones freedom should he replaced by threats to ones autonomy as being 

motivators for reactance. I personally think that reaetanee theory can then he used to 

explain a wider range ofbehaviors. Furthermore, the conceptsof direct restoration and 

indirect restoration in the form of souree derogation, should conceptually he separated 

more as their immediate goals seem to differ which is illustrated by the lack of correlation 

between them. 

4.6 General Discussion and Recommendations 

The study described in this report illustrates the effects that exposure to multiple 

persuasion attempts, coming from a persuasive technology, can have. Although it might 
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not be likely that people will ever be influenced by persuasive technologies on such an 

intensive basis, it clearly sets a mark for further research. A question that has remained 

unanswered so far though is how useful persuasive technology might be in practice. In 

this chapter I will attempt to answer this question. First I will give a short analysis of the 

role that technologyin general has in our society, from where I will turn to the specifics of 

persuasive technology. I will ignore the rather obvious ethica! concern ofusing 

persuasive technology for malicious goals. Persuasive technology does in this respect not 

differ from normal forms ofpersuasion. Rather, I will focus on an ethica! concern that is 

specifically linked to persuasive technology and is prominently linked with the concept of 

psychological reactance; human freedom. 

4.6.1 The role of technologyin our world. 

One might wonder what would happen if our technology would fail us en masse today. 

We can probably imagine the kind of consequences that would have, and they are likely to 

be caught within the conceptsof chaos and mayhem. Today's society, and then especially 

that ofthe 'developed' world, relies so heavily on technology that we might wonder ifwe 

would be able to survive without it. Even our interpretation of natura! reality is largely 

mediated by technology. To illustrate, our ancestars probably drank their water whenever 

they were thirsty. We, on the other hand, 'have to' drink a certain amount of water 

expressed in a technologically measurable unit, liters, depending on our body mass index 

(BMI) in order to stay healthy. Michael Pollan described it as follows: 

"That what matters most is nat the Jood but the nutrient; that because nutrients are 

invisible and incomprehensible to everyone but scientists, we need expert help in deciding 

what to eat" (Pollan, 2008) 

Mankind obtains evermore scientific understanding of the natura! reality and this 

understanding is ever faster translated in technological applications (Verkerk et al., 2008). 

We might say that technology dictates our notion ofreality. To further explicate this 

proposition we might take a look at what technology philosophers have said about the role 

oftechnology in our society. 
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One ofthe most influential philosophers ofthe twentieth century, Martin Heidegger, 

posed that technology has in our reality the role of 'Herausfordem'. We use technology to 

force out an interpretation of reality and cannot leave reality to be. Because of the 

dominant mediating position technology has, we cannot choose otherwise than to interpret 

reality through technology. Heirlegger sees no way out ofthis paradigm other than divine 

interference (Prins, 2007; Verkerk et al., 2008). 

According to Ellul, modem technology abstracts the complexity of any given 

situation to find the best method to fulfill its goals. This way a highly abstract system of 

technological knowledge is created that is largely severed from the concrete reality 

humans experience. As one of six main characteristics, Ellul identified autonomy as a 

characteristic of modem technology. Technology seems to create its own reality 

autonorneus of social, politica! or economical reality; a reality that we cannot go around. 

According to Ellul the only way out for humans is to sever ourselves from the striving for 

control and mastery (Verkerk et al. , 2008). 

Amold Gehlen speaks of a superstructure of science technology and industry. 

Humans have to adapt to the technological pattems of the superstructure. By this 

adaptation humans lose sight on reality. According to Gehlen we can only break the might 

ofthe superstructure by putting boundaries at the beginning ofthe superstructure (the 

human need to know, which essentially motivates science) and at the end (the human need 

for consumption)(Verkerk et al. , 2008) 

Despite individual differences in the notion of how big the influence of technology 

is in human life, all philosophers, mentioned here, agree to the fact that it is a big, in fact, 

dominant mediator in our interaction with reality. But what is probiernatie about this? 

4.6.2 Living in the 'have to' society. 

For the moral being, a world that is entirely disenchanted offers little escape from moral in 

behavior. The world which is entirely known is a world in which all human actions are 

morally laden as all consequences of every action are known and can therefore be fitted 

within a moral framework. We might say that the process of interpreting the world is 

automatically a process of moralizing reality. This is the moment on which we will make 

the jump to persuasive technology. 
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CONCLUSIONS 8: DISCUSSION 

In the interaction with regular technology we had the opportunity to act unmoral 

(notice this is something different than immoral) simply by not taking the effort of moral 

reflection 11
. However, persuasive technology will try to persuade people, by interverring 

in the spur of the moment. So first, we used technology to force an interpretation of the 

world into existence and now we are able to teil you about it, day in day out, just in case 

you did not took the effort to care. Making unmoral choices or acting unmoral will then 

become seriously difficult. Persuasive technology will therefore he able to force a moral 

meaning u pon our acting. This is a good thing if we assume humans to he moral actors 

with unlimited reflective resources. Persuasive Technology could then he respected to 

increase peoples' freedom in a positive sense (see box 4.1), since it enables people to act 

in a way that they rationally want to. Reality however, defies this premise as human 

behavior is only partly morally laden as was illustrated in this study as well. In this respect 

Persuasive technology might limit freedom in a negative sense. It throws up extemal 

harriers to how one wants to act. This continuous pressure of ones extemal environment is 

precisely what motivates psychological reactance. 

Box 4.1: On Positive and Negative Freedom 

In 'Two Concepts ofLiberty', Isaiah Berlin distinguished two types of freedom or rather liberty 
(Berlin, 1958). Negative freedom might be defined as the absence of external coercion or 
freedom from interference. One speaks of coercion when 'others' force us to act against our 
wishes. A problem in this explanation lies, hence the quotation marks, in the term others. For 
what is it that constitutes an 'other'. Does an 'other' need to be another human being? Or can 
one's freedom also be threatened by other agents perhaps even lifeless agents. 

Positive Freedom can bedefinedas ones ability to bemaster of ones' own choice. With 
positive freedom it is not about extemal harriers but rather about intemal harriers that prevent 
you from doing what you rationally want. An often used example in to clarify the notion of 
positive freedom is that ofthe alcohol addict who, because ofhis addiction is not able to pursue 
what he actually rationally wants to. Instead, he gets distracted and corrupted time and time 
again by the urges ofhis addiction. One might easily be tempted tothink that the alcohol is 
indeed an extemal harrier, and so this person is therefore not free in a negative sense. However, 
this person has a free choice to consume alcohol or not. Therefore the essence of the problem 
lies within the self and ones addiction makes one un-free in a positive sense. 

The addition of the term rationally is fairly essential in the notion of positive freedom 
because it leadstoa conceptual problem. For who is to say that acting rational equals acting 
free? We have come to leam in this study and earlier studies that humans are not always acting 
morally. Perhaps the definition needs some modification in this respect. 

11 This would be an automatic process as choosing to act unmoral would in fact be a moral choice. 
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CONCLUSJONS ft DISCUSSION 

4.6.3 Usability of Persuasive Technology 

With using persuasive technology the choice how to behave is left upon the final 

consumer. This is a rather modemistic way of doing, which wrongfully assumes people to 

be inherently moral actors with unlimited resources for moral evaluation. Persuasive 

technologies might in this respect reduce individual freedom in a negative sense by 

putting a moralload on actions in which individuals may not want to carry a moralload. 

For example, if a seatbelt reminder is present in a car, one will have a hard time driving 

off without knowing that wearing a seatbelt is the socially desirabie action. lf an 

individual would want to drive a car without wearing a seatbelt and, in addition, without 

being told that this is actually a socially undesirable behavior, the seatbelt reminder would 

limit this person's freedom in a negative sense. 

At the same time, however, we might think that the consequences of not wearing a 

seatbelt can be so severe that it is acceptable to use methods as intrusive as the seatbelt 

reminder. In persuasive technology's defense then, there might besome situations in 

which persuasive technologies have the best potential to reach the desired goals. If these 

goals are very importantfora society, and other means to reach these goals are (or are 

expected to be) unsuccessful, the use of persuasive technology might be acceptable. 

Furthermore, if an individual rationally chaos es to expose him or herself to a persuasive 

technology there is no limitation offreerlom in a negative sense and therefore no objection 

to the usè of persuasive techno logies. 

The dec is ion of whether to use persuasive technologies or not, should then 

encompass an evaluation of the importance of the desired goal, the ( expected) 

effectiveness of other methods and, possibly, the degree to which people can escape 

exposure to the technology. Furthermore, the technology's potential to induce reaetanee 

should be limited as much as possible, by carefully designing the messages used. 

Moreover, one should make use of existing norms to avoid rational resistance (e.g. one 

simply does not agree with the persuasion attempt on rational grounds ). 
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CONCLUSIONS 8: DISCUSSION 

On the whole I personally think that we should use persuasive technology only on 

a small scale to guide behavior that needs to be changed from a societal point of view and 

where other methods have not been successful or are not likely to be successful. What is 

most important is to take careful consideration before designing and exposing ourselves to 

these new technologies. A human being is not as moral as is often assumed and 

acknowledgement ofthis fact might be our biggest achievement in a struggle for freedom. 
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"Ohne den Schritt des Denkens zu wagen, der unser Menschenwesen dem Wesen 

der Technik aussetz, würgt man sich von Fa/I zu Fa/I, von Lage zu Lage durch die 

Zwiespaltigkeit hindurch" 

M. Heidegger (1994) 
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Appendix 1: Speech sets iCat 

Coercive 

U moet tegen de vrouw/man/kinderen 
praten 
You must talk to the woman/man/ children 

U moet verder 
You must continue 

U moet links/rechts 
You must go left/ right 

U moet omhoog 
You must go up 

U moet terug 
You must go back 

U moet naar binnen/buiten 
You have togoin/out 

Luister naar mij 
Listentome 

Ik weet het beter 
I know best 

U moet zwemmen 
You have to swim 
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Friendly 

U kunt tegen de vrouw/man/kinderen 
praten 
You can talk to the woman/man/children 

U kunt verder 
You can continue 

U kunt het beste naar links/rechts 
ft is best for you to go left/rigth 

U kunt hier omhoog 
You can go up here 

U kunt het beste terug gaan. 
ft would be best ifyou 'd go back. 

U kunt nu naar binnen/buiten gaan. 
You can go inside/outside now. 

U kunt het beste mijn aanwijzingen. 
opvolgen. 
You are best ofifyoufollow my directions. 

V ergeet niet dat ik geprogrammeerd ben 
om u te helpen. 
Don 'tforget J've been programmed to help 
you. 

U kunt nu gaan zwemmen. 
You can go swim now. 
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Appendix 2: Hong's Psyehologieal Reaetanee seale 

HPRS: Dutch 

Regels wekken weerstand in mij op. 

Ik mag graag anderen tegenspreken. 

Als iets me verboden wordt dan denk ik 
meestal: 'dat is dan precies wat ik ga doen.' 

Ik beschouw advies van anderen als 
bemoeizuchtig. 

Ik raak geïrriteerd wanneer ik niet mijn 
eigen vrije keuzes kan maken. 

Ik raak geïrriteerd wanneer iemand mij op 
iets wijst dat al overduidelijk was voor mij. 

Ik word boos wanneer mijn keuzevrijheid 
beperkt wordt. 

Advies en aanbevelingen verleiden me 
meestal om precies het tegenovergestelde 
te doen. 

Ik bied weerstand aan pogingen van 
anderen om mij te beïnvloeden. 

Ik word boos wanneer iemand 
gepresenteerd wordt als een voorbeeld 
voor miJ. 

Als iemand me dwingt iets te doen dan wil 
ik graag het tegenovergestelde doen. 
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HPRS: English 

Regulations trigger a sense of resistance in 
me. 

I find contradicting others stimulating. 

When sernething is prohibited, I usually 
think, "That' s exactly what I am going to 
do." 

I consider advice from others to be an 
intrus ion. 

I become frustrated when I am unable to 
make freed and independent choices. 

It irritates me when someone points out 
things which are obvious to me. 

I become angry when my freedom of 
choice is restricted. 

Advice and recommendations usually 
induce me to do just the opposite 

I resist the attempts of others to influence 
me 

It makes me angry when another person is 
held up as a role model for me to follow 

When someone forces me to do something, 
I feellike doing the opposite 
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Appendix 3:Translation BIS/BAS 

BIS 

1. If I think sarnething unpleasant is going to happen I usually get pretty worked up 
Als ik denk dat er iets onaangenaams staat te gebeuren, word ik meestal behoorlijk 
zenuwachtig. 

2. I worry about making mistakes. 
Ik ben bang om fouten te maken. 

3. Criticism or scolding hurts me quite a bit. 
Kritiek of uitbranders raken mij behoorlijk. 

4. I fee! pretty worried or upset when I think or know somebody is angry at me 
Ik voel me bezorgd of overstuur als ik denk of weet dat iemand boos op mij is. 

5. Even is sarnething bad is about to happen to me, I rarely experience fear or 
nervousness. 
Ik voel zelden angst of zenuwen, zelfs als me iets vervelends te wachten staat. 

6. I feel worried when I think I have done poorly at sarnething 
Ik ben bezorgd als ik denk dat ik slecht heb gepresteerd. 

7. I have very few fears compared to my friends 
Ik ervaar weinig angsten vergeleken met mijn vrienden. 

Reward Responsiveness (BAS) 

8. When I get sarnething I want I fee! excited and energized. 
Als ik krijg wat ik wil, voel ik me opgewonden en energiek. 

9. When I'm doing wellat sarnething Iloveto keep at it. 
Als ik iets goed doe, wil ik er graag mee doorgaan. 

10. When good things happentome it affects me strongly 
Als ik iets leuks meemaak heeft dat duidelijk invloed op me. 

11. It would excite me to win a contest 
Ik zou het opwindend vinden om een wedstrijd te winnen. 

12. When I see an opportunity for something, I get excited right away. 
Als ik ergens een buitenkansje zie dan word ik meteen enthousiast. 
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Drive (BAS) 

13. When I want something, I usually go all out to get it 
Als ik iets wil dan ga ik er helemaal voor 

14. I go out of my way to get the things I want. 
Ik zal over mijn grenzen heen gaan om de dingen te krijgen die ik wil. 

15. Ifi see a chance to get something I want, I move on it right away 

APPENDICES 

Als ik de kans zie iets te krijgen wat ik wil, zal ik die kans meteen grijpen. 

16. When I go after something I use a 'no holds barred' approach 
Wanneer ik iets nastreef dan doe ik dat met alle middelen. 

Fun seeking (BAS) 

17. I will often do things for no other reason than that they might be fun 
Vaak doe ik dingen alleen voor de lol. 

18. I crave excitement and new sensations 
Ik verlang naar spanning en sensatie. 

19. I'm always willing to try something new ifl think it will be fun 
Ik ben altijd bereid iets nieuws te proberen als ik denk dat het leuk zal zijn. 

20. I often act on the spur ofthe moment 
Ik doe vaak dingen in een opwelling. 
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Appendix 4: Log file 

In this appendix a part of a log file is shown to give the reader an idea of how such a file looks 
like. Tosave space I have chosen to show only the first 5 minutes 

Participant name: XX 
Participant number: 16 
Condition: 2 
20-3-2008 13:24:03 

00:00:15 : U kunt verder 
00:00:17 : U kunt het beste terug gaan 
00:00:23 : U kunt het beste terug gaan 
00:00:30 : U kunt verder 
00:00:34: U kunt het beste naar links 
00:00:36 : U kunt tegen de man praten 
00:00:43 : U kunt het beste naar rechts 
00:00:47: U kunt tegen de man praten 
00:01:13: U kunt verder 
00:0 1 : 16 : U kunt het beste naar rechts 
00:01:21 :vergeet niet dat ik geprogrammeerd ben om u te helpen 
00:0 1 :24 : U kunt het beste naar links 
00:01:31 :U kunt het beste naar links 
00:01:36: vergeet niet dat ik geprogrammeerd ben om u te helpen 
00:01:44: U kunt verder 
00:01:47: U kunt het beste naar rechts 
00:01 :51 : U kunt het beste naar links 
00:01:56: U kunt tegen de vrouw praten 
00:02:16 : U kunt verder 
00:02:19 : U kunt het beste naar links 
00:02:24 : U kunt nu naar binnen gaan 
00:02:49 : U kunt terug naar buiten gaan 
00:02:56: U kunt het beste mijn aanwijzingen opvolgen 
00:03:10: U kuntverder 
00:03: 1 7 : U kunt het beste naar rechts 
00:03:25 :U kunt het beste naar links 
00:03:29: U kunt tegen de man praten 
00:03:35 :U kunt het beste naar links 
00:03:39: U kunt tegen de man praten 
00:04: 18 : U kunt verder 
00:04:20: U kunt het beste terug gaan 
00:04:23 : U kunt verder 
00:04:27 : U kunt verder 
00:04:35 : U kunt verder 
00:04:47 : U kunt verder 
00:04:52 : U kunt tegen de man praten 
00:04:57: U kunt het beste mijn aanwijzingen opvolgen 
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